Abstract. It is shown that if a function u satisfies a backward parabolic inequality in an open set f~CI~ n+l and vanishes to infinite order at a point (x0, to) in fk then ~(x, to)=0 for all x in the connected component of x0 in ftN(R'~ x {to}).
Introduction
This work is devoted to the study of the unique continuation property for second order parabolic operators with time-dependent variable coefficients.
For second order linear parabolic operators with time-independent coefficients, the strong unique continuation property was reduced by F. H. Lin [13] and independently by Landis and Oleinik [12] to the previously established elliptic counterparts. In particular, F. H. Lin shows that a parabolic operator P of the form
Pu = div(a(x)Vu) +Otu+b(x).Vu+c(x)u,
where the coefficient matrix a(x)=(aiJ(x)) is Lipschitz and the lower order coefficients b and c are bounded has the following unique continuation property:
Ifu satisfies Pu=O in ST=f~ x (0, T) and at some interior point (x0, to) in ST the function u vanishes to infinite order in the space direction (i.e. lu(x, to)l <Cklx-xol k for any integer k), then u(x, to)-:O for all xEfL
The reduction from time-independent parabolic equations to elliptic equations, a basic technique used in [12] and [13] , relies on the representation formula for solutions of parabolic equations in terms of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding elliptic operator, and therefore cannot be applied to more general equations with time-dependent coefficients.
Time-dependent parabolic equations with variable coefficients have been treated by Saut and Scheurer in [17] and by Sogge in [18] , where a weak unique continuation theorem is proven using a Carleman inequality. In [17] this is established for variable C 1 second order and bounded lower order coefficients, while in [18] unbounded potentials and smooth coefficients are treated, in particular it is shown that if u satisfies
IAu+O~ul <_V(x,t)lu I in ST,
where VEL~n+2)/2(dxdt) and u=0 in an open set kVCST, then 4(. ,s)=0 for all times sE(O,T) such that the hyperplane t=8 has a nonempty open intersection with W.
The strong unique continuation property for parabolic equations with timedependent coefficients is treated by Poon in [16] , Chen [4] and Escauriaza and Vega in [5] and [6] . In [16] , the author defined a suitable frequency function measuring the space-time vanishing rate of a global solution to the backward heat equation and obtaining the following unique continuation property:
Assume that for some positive constant N a function u satisfies the inequality
IA~+0t~I<N(IWI+I~I) in Rnx(0, T).
Then, u-0 in R ~ x (0, T) if u vanishes to infinite order from above in both the space and time variables at (0, 0). By the former we mean that for each k> 1 there is a constant Ck such that (1.1)
I~(x, t)l _< ok (Ixl+ ~) ~
for all (x, t), t_>0, in the domain of definition of u.
In [5] and [6] the authors prove a Carleman inequality arising naturally from the frequency function defined by Poon and obtain strong unique continuation type properties for global (defined in R~x (0, T)) and local solutions of the inequality
for some unbounded potentials V. In particular, they show that under certain L~L~ type conditions for the potential V, all functions u satisfying (1.1) for all k>_ 1 and (1.2) in B2 x [0, 2) must vanish identically in B2 x {0}. Moreover, it is shown in [6] that if the potential V is bounded in both variables (weaker conditions on V do work as well), there is a constant N depending on n and [IV [[L~(B2x(O,2) ) such that Aronszajn, Krzywicki and Szarski [3] , and independently H6rmander [9] , proved the strong unique continuation property for solutions to elliptic equations with variable Lipschitz second order coefficients using a Carleman inequality derived with methods based on the fundamental theorem of calculus (integration by parts).
In this work and using again only integration by parts to obtain a suitable Carteman inequality, we derive the unique continuation property (1.3) for local solutions to parabolic inequalities with time-dependent variable coefficients.
In particular, if Br denotes an open ball of radius r centered at the origin in R ~ and P the backward-parabolic operator
where the coefficient matrix a(x, t) = (a ij (x, t)) is symmetric and for all (x, t) CR ~+1 and ~ in R n satisfies the standard ellipticity condition 
lu(x,t)l<_Ne-1/NtllullL~(B2x(o,2)) when(x,t) cBlx(O, 1).
The counterexamples by Plis [15] and Miller [14] establishing the existence of elliptic operators with H61der continuous coefficients and having a nonzero solution vanishing on an open set, show that the Lipschitz regularity in the space variable required in Theorem 1 is sharp. We do not know whether the 89 regularity in the time variable required in Theorem 1 is the best in order to derive (1.7).
These results can be carried out up to the boundary under proper Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, extending and localizing the results obtained by Escauriaza and Adolfsson in [1] for time-independent parabolic operators to the case of time-dependent operators.
In what follows D={x= (x', x,) ER n :x, > ~(x')}, where 4: R"-I -+R is a Lipschitz function satisfying p(0)=0, IIv~II~_<M, and da denotes surface measure on OD. 
, the coefficient matrix of P satisfies the first condition in Theorem 1 and for some A>0 and 0<3<1.
( 1.10) c2+A[z~l 1+3 is a convex function for Ix'l < 1.
Observe that (1.9) holds when p can be written as the sum of a convex function and a C :'~ function, while (1.10) is weaker than being a convex hmction and implies (1.9 where dX=dx dt and T)a is the nonnegative n x n matriz.
In Section 2 we prove some auxiliary lemmas and the generalization of the identity in Theorem 3 which appears when one replaces the backward heat operator by a general operator P. In Section 3 we show how to use this identity to find a suitable Carleman inequality implying Theorem 1 and in the fourth section we prove Theorem 2.
Some auxiliary lemmas
Letting P denote the operator in (1.4) and to simpli~-the writing and calculations we shall use some of the standard notation in Riemannian geometry, but always dropping the corresponding volume element in the definition of the LaplaceBeltrami operator associated to a Riemannian metric. We do this. because it simplifies the formulae appearing in the proofs of the following lemmas, and especially when the metric is allowed to depend on the time variable and we make use of partial integration with respect to this variable.
In particular, letting g@, t)=(gii(x, t)) denote the inverse matrix of the coefficient matrix a(x,t) of P and 9-1=(g~J(x,t)) the inverse matrix of g, we use the following notation when considering either a function f or two variable vector fields and r/:
where V~ denotes the usual gradient in R" and Af=div(Vf).
With this notation the following formulae hold when u, f and h are smooth functions,
By A<B we mean A<_NB, where N depends at most on n and the constants A, M, A and/3 appearing in Theorems 1 and 2. Observe that this identity contains the one in Theorem 3 when 9(x,t)=Z is the identity matrix, a(t)-t and F=0. In this ease Da is given by (1.11), and since every nonnegative caloric functions can be represented as the Gaussian extension of some positive measure p on R ~,
Lemma 1. Let ~=a(t) be a nondecreasin9 function satisfying a(O)=O, aER, and F and G denote two functions in R+ +1, G nonnegative. Then, the following identity holds for all uEC=~(R ~+1~
0 \ + )'~ ( R al-~ 1 OlC~ U'~ G 2 ~-+~ --(7 Otu-VlogG.Vu+-~Fu-2a ] dX /R a 1-~ ( 1 c t(7) =2 (Au+Otu) Otu-VlogG.Vu+~Fu--~-~u GdX ;+~ (7 fR O1-c~ ~s O1 a + uVu.VFG dX- u~M dX ;+~ (7 :;+~ (7 ~ +~ ;+~ ~-%2(o~a-Aa-Fa) dx R (71--c~ f ~i-o DcVu.VudX, ~_+~ (7 [Vul2(OtG-AG-FG)dX
G(x,t)= t~/~ /R e-lz-Y[2/4t dlt,

J'R y-x_
which always remains positive due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Proof. 
+L, Iwl~(a,O-~O)dx+s lWl2~Odx+s a,r
+2 s E(ot )2-2Vloga WO, Jaex+2
Next we do the following, first we complete the square in the third integral oil the right-hand side of (5.3) by adding and subtracting the integral 2 s (V log G. Vu)2G dx, and then we subtract and add the term D(t)/t on the right-hand side of (2.3), obtaining the formula 
. DaVu.Vudx. Now, given a E R and a = c~(t) rewrite the term Ot u -V log G. Vu appearing in the third integral on the right-hand side of (2.5) as
and expand the square in the same integral. These two calculations yield the identity (2.6)
D~t)+2fRz~GVu.Vudz + -f~s H ( t ) -
On the other hand, using calculus and integration by parts we have the following facts
Then, multiplying the formula (2.6) by o-l--a~# and integrating the outcome over (0, +co) with respect to dr, and using the identities (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, in the terms arising after the multiplication by u1-~/6 on the left-and right-hand sides of (2.6) (the fourth term on the right-hand side), it follows from (2.7) that Then, replacing the two first integrals on the right-hand side of (2.10) by the righthand side of the previous identity we obtain the formula and after expanding the corresponding square, the left-hand side of (2.i2) is equal to (2.13)
~+1 (7 Proceeding in the same way with the term Otu-V log G.Vu-a~/2cru appearing in the first integral on the right-hand side of (2.12) and rewriting the two terms
OtG-AG in the second and third integrals in the same right-hand side as
(Or G-AG-FG) + FG,
it follows from the identity 89 2 that this right-hand side is equal to (2.14)
1 adr 
2/R;+I
where and 1 fR Gl--a
In the final application of these formulae, F will be a flmction which can be differentiated only one time, for this reason we integrate by-parts the operator P=A+Ot which is acting over u 2 in the third integral of I over FG. but only using one derivative with respect to the space variables of F. In particular, 
and integrating by parts all the derivatives acting over u 2 in the first integral, R
--c~
II=-~_+1 (7 u2AldX
We obtain from (2.16) that
I+II= 2 +~ --(~ uVu.VFGdX--~ 2~ +~ ~ u2MdX.
Finally, plugging the last identity into (2.15) yields the formula in Lemma 
1---~ 2
Proof. This follows upon multiplying the identity 
Lemma 3. Given m>0 there is a constant Cm such that for all y>O and 0<E<I,
Proof. The maximum value of the function g(y) =y-Ee y on R+ is bounded by log (l/e), proving the case m= 1. The other cases follow from this, the convexity of ym when re>l, and the fact that (a+b) m<a'+b m when m<l.
[] 
ItO(t)J < N0(t) and
Then, the solution to the ordinary differential equation
where "y>0, has the following properties when 0<q,t<l.
te-" < (7(t) _< t, e -N < d(t) < 1, (7log ~ + ~rlog a _< 3N,
I~o~ ( 1 lo-~-~ ~ o(~/t) \J~ <-aNeN t Pro@ The solution of the ordinary differential equation is and the verification of the properties is straightforward. []
From now on 0<5<1 denotes a small number to be chosen later, and c~ and two numbers satisfying a_> 1 and 0 < J_< 1.
Lemma 5. Let G(x,t)=t-'/2e -Ix12/4t and (7 denote the function defined in Lemma 4 for ~/=c~/6 2 and
/ 1\1+3/2 O(t)=t21~(logy)
. Pro@ When D={z:x~ >0} the lemma follows from the identity div(xlxl ~-2) = (n+~-2)lxl~-2 and the observation that the boundary term arising from an application of the divergence theorem is identically zero. In general, flattening the boundary of D using the change of variables y' =x', y,~ =xn +~(z') and undoing the change of variables we find tha.t
Then, there is a constant N depending on ~ and n such that the following inequalities hold for all functions ucC~ (R ~
x/D[I x'I2+(Xn -:(x') )2](~-2)/2 f 2 dx <_ N/D[Ix'12 + (z,1-:(x'))2]3/21vfP dx,
and the lemma follows because v/Ix,[Z+(x,~-~(x')) ~ _<Nlml in D and 0<~<1. []
In the interior
To prove Theorem 1 we use the following Carleman inequality. to handle the other terms, it is simple to derive from (3.7), the second inequality in Lemma 5 with/3= 1 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that (3.8)
This inequality and the fact that the inequality in Theorem 4 holds for the operator Q give that 1 /R ~r2_alD2ul2GdX+afR 10(~/t)u2GdX 5 2 ;+~ ~+~ a ~ t 
+llt-kG1/2ullL2tB2x(1/4~,,1/2~))).
On the other hand, t-kG1/2<_eNkk k when either t>0 and [x]_>l or t>_1/47. Also, from Stirling's formula kk<_eXkk! for all k>l, [2] . These two facts, (3.10) and standard estimates for subsolutions of parabolic inequalities imply that there is a constant N depending on n, A, ,,3 and M such that u satisfies holds for all />0 and fEC~(R '~) (div(xlxll-2)=(n+l-2)lxll-2). With this it is possible to handle the corresponding terms arising in (3.7), though in this case, (3.8) and (3.9) hold for functions uEC~:(B~o x (0, 1/2"))), where r0 is sufficiently small depending on n, ,X, M and 3, and this suffices to prove the unique continuation property.
lu(x,t)l <_Ne--t/N~IlUlIL~(m•
Unique continuation for parabolic operators where n denotes the unit exterior normal to OD. N=g -i (x, t)n and dS= dcr dr. This is because u=0 on OD and the fact that from all the integration by parts carried out in the proof of Lemma 1, there is only one which generates a nonzero boundary term. This occurs in applying the Rellich-Ne~.as identity in order to find the value of/)(t) (see (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) 
It is also well known that the standard estimates for subsolutions to parabolic inequalities hold near the boundary when u has either zero Dirichlet or Neumann data on the lateral boundary [11] . In particular, if u satisfies ( From the above discussion, it is clear that the same argument can be repeated again to obtain the second case in Theorem 2 when the boundary of D satisfies the condition (1.9) for some A>0 and the coefficients of P satisD the second condition in Theorem 1. Observe that under the condition (1.9) we cannot expect to control the second derivatives of u near the boundary when u has zero Dirichlet data on the lateral boundary, and this forces us to have to work out the proof with the full operator P when its coefficients depend on the time variable.
To prove Theorem 2 when the convexity condition (1.10) holds and in order to simplify and make the arguments more clear we assmne that a(x, 0)~Z (Q=L+Ot and using Lemma 6 to handle the first term on the right-hand side of the previous inequality it follows that -~ ,2-lxl"lv la dx (4.8) The second inequality in Lemma 5 gives that the second term in the previous right-hand side is bounded by In general, when Q is a backward parabolic operator with tiine-independent Lipschitz coefficients, the same calculations can be carried out [8, Theorem 3.1.3.1], and the analogous boundary terms to those appearing in (4.4) and arising in the calculation (3.7) can be handled in a similar way. These arguments finish the proof of Theorem 2. []
